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Editors Spot

Michael Collins who was the command module pilot of Apollo 11
passed away on April 28th. Although the humans who have

travelled to the Moon were quite a small band, their numbers are
diminishing - with four moon-walkers still alive, and six who orbited

the moon. Maybe before too long people will travel to the Moon again,
but at the time of Apollo I am sure everyone was thinking we would have moon-
bases and regular travel to the Moon before the end of the 20th century. And although
space travel became a bit routine with the space shuttle programme and the Russian
transports to the International Space Station travel to the Moon still seems like a
very far step. Today it seems like private industry, Elon Musk and SpaceX, seems to
be driving the exploration agenda rather than national governments. Perhaps that is
not a bad thing - if you look back at history, exploration was very much driven by
trade and new lands, and the expeditions were mostly sponsored by individuals.

Iexpect you will be aware that Mark & Denise have stepped away as our events/
meetings organiser. They have been doing this role for many years, I’m not sure

when they took this on, but it must have been around since 2004 I think. They have
been able to find a huge number of really interesting speakers through the years, and
have been a great support to the other officers of the society. At the time of writing I
think we have someone come forward to take on this role, which is much
appreciated. I was the events organiser for a few years, and found it to be a greatly
enjoyable job.

Ihave not had much of a chance to get our observing recently, though I was able to
give my observatory its spring clean. I have been working on a magnetometer

project using a Raspberry Pi Pico and a fluxgate device.The fluxgate generates a
square wave signal which varies in frequency as the earths magnetic field varies. The
Pico is basically an easy device to use to measure the frequency which is working, but
I now need to connect to another Pi (Zero) to act as a data logger. Once I get this all
going I’ll write it up more fully in these pages.

Ihope we might get some good weather over the next few weeks before deep sky
observing becomes limited du to the light nights. Of course it will soon be the start

of Noctilucent Cloud season too. We had some quite nice displays last year, so
hopefully we will see them again this summer. So keep a look out for them!

Clear, dark skies, Callum
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The April Meeting was our AGM and
was well attended. The business

section was kept short and the officers’
reports are available on the website. As
no new nominations were received, the
current officers agreed to be re-elected as
a block. This was unanimously accepted
by those in the meeting.

Sadly, since that time, we have heard that
our crucially important Events
Organisers, Mark and Denise Gibbons,
have had to stand down due to some
serious health issues. They have given so
much to the Society over a great many
years and we are deeply grateful for all
the support they have given. We will
greatly miss them of course, and offer
them our heartfelt thanks and good
wishes for the future. As Coordinator, I
cannot overstate the value of the support
they have given me in my role and the
Society in general. Our thoughts are
with you both.

The last two months have truly flown by.
The days are getting longer rapidly,
giving shorter nights for observing.
Talking of flying, I hope you have seen
video images of the Ingenuity drone
doing its maiden flight on Mars. That is
truly a great achievement and one which
I could scarcely have thought possible
when I was a child. The images from the
Perseverance rover are also spectacular,
and we look forward to many exciting
findings from its investigations on the
Red Planet.

Despite the lighter nights, there are still
opportunities around, especially if you
are willing to stay up a little later.

Jupiter and Saturn are still morning
objects, but by the end of May and in to
June, will be rising around midnight.
Probably the best opportunity for
planetary observations is Mercury, which
reaches Greatest Eastern Elongation on
May 17th. It will reach an elongation of
220 from the Sun and, as it’s declination
is well north of the celestial equator, it
should be visible in the evening sky

where the western horizon is
uncluttered. Perhaps members could
view it and maybe photograph it,
especially if a viewpoint from high
ground is possible with a clear western
horizon.

I set this as a challenge to members, to
obtain a decent photograph or drawing
of the planet around that time. Send
your results in to Callum, for a future
Mercury, at
mercuryeditor@cotswoldas.org.uk.

For those more interested in Deep Sky
objects, then M51 (Whirlpool Galaxy)
and M101 (Pinwheel Galaxy) are both
very well placed near the Plough. There
are also galaxies in Leo which could be
worth looking for or photographing, such
as the close pair M65 and M66. The Ring
nebula (M57) in Lyra is also well placed,
as is M13, the globular cluster in
Hercules. Check out the monthly sky
notes on the website for more
information and events.

Our May meeting includes the results of
the photographic competition and also
an astronomical quiz that is kindly being
organised by James Fradgeley from the
Wessex Astronomical Society. We also
look forward to the Zoom talk on
Magnetars by Kate Eiolart at our June
meeting.

I am still not able to give members a date
when we can return to face to face
meetings in the hall, but it is unlikely to
be in the next couple of months or so.
Rest assured I will keep you informed as
soon as information is available on that.

Finally, can I remind members that
annual subscriptions are now due.
Wherever possible, please pay by bank
transfer. Details are available from the
coordinator, treasurer and members
secretary on how to do this.

As restrictions are currently easing and
vaccinations rapidly increasing, I do
hope it brings closer the time when we
can meet face to face and with some
semblance of normality. In the
meantime, I wish you all a good summer,
good health and good observing. Please
join us in the Zoom meetings.

Coordinators Report
By Neil Havard
(Coordinator)
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May 2021

The only notable event involving the
planets this month is that Mercury
reaches greatest eastern elongation on
the 17th of the month. It will then be at
an elongation of 220 east of the Sun and
a well placed evening object after sunset.
As it is well north of the celestial equator
(a positive declination) it is favourably
position to observe for around 10 days
either side of elongation. A clear
western horizon is needed, or you could
travel to high ground to observe it after
sunset, perhaps capturing a good photo.

By the end of the month you might be
able to see Venus appearing in the
evening sky after sunset, having passed
through superior conjunction at the end
of March.

There is a total lunar eclipse this month,
but it’s not visible from the UK.

The longer evenings make it difficult to
do any deep sky viewing, but you could
look at different objects such as double
stars.

Moon Phases: Last Q: 3rd, New: 11th,
First Q: 19th, Full: 26th

June 2021

10th : Partial Solar Eclipse.

This is an annular eclipse in parts of
northern Canada, Greenland and extreme
north-eastern Russia, but will be seen as
a partial eclipse in the UK.

The data for Cheltenham/Gloucester are:

Start of eclipse: 10h 05m 45s (BST)
Position angle:2920

Max eclipse: 11h 11m 8s (BST)
23% obscured (magnitude 0.34)

End of eclipse: 12h 21m 33s (BST)
Position angle: 0320

It will be the upper limb of the Sun that
gets obscured. Let’s hope for clear skies.

PLEASE REMEMBER TO USE PROPER
SOLAR VIEWING TECHNIQUES AND
NEVER LOOK AT THE SUN DIRECTLY

21st : Summer solstice .

In the last week of June you could try to
see Mercury in the morning sky before
sunrise, as it approaches greatest
western elongation early next month. It
will be at an elongation of 200 from the
Sun by the end of the month and well
placed.

By the end of June Venus will be a more
noticeable object in the evening sky after
sunset. It will be at magnitude -3.9 and
about 240 from the Sun. The phase will
be about 90%, but the diameter will be
only 11 arc sec.

You can’t expect to do much deep sky
photography this time of year!

Moon Phases: Last Q: 2nd, New:
10th, First Q: 18th, Full: 24th
(Supermoon)

July 2021

4th :Mercury reaches greatest western
elongation (210) and is well north of the
celestial equator, making this a much
more favourable apparition as it will be
higher in the sky.

Dates for your diary
By Neil Havard
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Orion was the son of Poseidon and
Euryale, one of Medusa’s sisters. From
Poseidon he received the gift of being
able to walk on the sea or, as some say,
he was so tall that when his feet touched
the bottom of the sea, his head still stood
above the waves. He was a great hunter
and at one time he pursued the
Pleiades, daughters of Atlas and
Pleione, but they escaped from him until
Zeus set them in the skies as a
constellation. Their sisters, the Hyades,
were placed in the sky by Dionysus as a
reward for nursing him, or by Zeus to be
near their sisters, the Pleiades. There
are several stories of how Orion met his
death. One tells how he boasted that he
would kill all the wild animals on the
Earth, and therefore Gaia, the mother of
the Earth, sent a scorpion which stung
him so that he died. So, in the stars his
image is followed by his hunting dog,
Sirius, and then comes Scorpio, the

Scorpion, while Orion himself casts a
hunter’s eye on the Great Bear.

The constellation of Gemini, Latin for
twins, has an origin in Greek mythology
where they were called the Dioscuri
(meaning sons of Zeus). They were
known to the Greeks as Castor and
Polydeuces (Pollux to the Romans).
Although they were twins, they had
different origins in the myth. Castor was
the son of Leda and her husband
Tyndareus of Sparta. He had a sister,
Clytemnestra from that union. Leda (like
many others) was seduced by Zeus (this
time in the form of a swan) and gave birth
to Polydeuces and Helen (of Troy fame).
Polydeuces excelled in the art of boxing,
while Castor became a great warrior and
horseman. They were inseparable
friends and accomplished all their
exploits together. They were members of
Jason’s crew, the Argonauts. Because of
their different fathers, Castor was mortal

Greek myths and the constellations - part 2
By Alan Jordan
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and Polydeuces immortal. When
Castor was killed (the stories very
about the circumstances), Zeus
took Ploydeuces into the company
of the gods, but Polydeuces would
not be separated from his brother.
It was settled that Polydeuces
would give half his immortality to
Castor, and they would live on earth
and among the gods on alternate
days. Because of the help they
gave their fellow Argonauts during a
storm which threatened to sink their
ship, the constellation Gemini was
considered a favourable sign to
sailors. To commemorate their
great feats and the help they gave
to sailors, and because of their
great love for each other, Zeus
placed them in the sky after their
deaths.

There are many animals in the
constellations, some with attached
stories.

The stories of Phrixus and Helle as well
as Jason and the Argonauts are
connected with the constellation of Aries,
the ram.

Phrixus and Helle were the children of
Athamas, king of Boeotia, and his wife
Nephele. Athamas resented the disdain
in which Nephele held him and, falling in
love with Ino, daughter of Cadmus,
brought her to his palace. Nephele,
learning of his treachery from the palace
servants, appealed to the goddess Hera
who vowed vengeance on Athamas.
When Nephele announced Hera’s vow to
the people of Boeotia and demanded that
Athamas must die, the men (who feared
Athamas than Hera) would not comply,
and the women (who were devoted to
Ino) agreed at her request to parch the
seed-corn so that the harvest would fail,
knowing that Athamas would seek the
Oracle’s help to find a solution. Ino
bribed Athamas’ messengers to bring
back the answer that the land would
regain its fertility only if Nephele’s son
Phrixus was sacrificed to Zeus.

Reluctantly, Athamas was about to do so,
when a winged golden ram, supplied by
Hermes at Hera’s request, suddenly flew
down from Olympus to their rescue.
Phrixus climbed onto the ram’s back,
pulling Helle up behind him and they flew
east toward Colchis, on the Black Sea
coat. Before long, Helle felt giddy and
lost her grip. She fell into the straits
between Europe and Asia, which are now
called Hellespont (Helle’s sea) in her
honour. Phrixus reached Colchis, where
he sacrificed the ram to Zeus the
Deliverer. Its fleece became famous a
generation later when Jason and the
Argonauts came in search of it. In
honour of the ram’s part in saving the
children, Zeus placed its image in the
sky.

[Part 3 coming next issue - Ed.]
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A Collection of Spring Double Stars
By James Weightman

Recently I have been using a ZWO
ASI120MC digital camera, primarily

intended for solar system photography,
to take images of double (some triple)
stars. In conjunction with a 120mm
refractor and 2X Barlow effectively
working at 1800mm focal length, the
pixel size of the colour camera enables
under favourable conditions resolution
down to 1 arc second.

Below is a collection of stars taken
recently in early spring skies. They are
shown to scale and roughly correct
orientation. The rendition of brightness
varies.

I have to some extent followed the
techniques well known to planetary
imagers. I used FireCapture to take short
(30-45 seconds) video sequences over a
cropped region of interest to reduce file
size. Judicious combinations of gain
(ISO) and exposure times were used to
meet the requirements of the various
subjects. Inevitably the videos often
revealed much atmospheric turbulence
so I turned to Registax to select and

stack the best images. In conclusion I
used its wavelets feature to sharpen
them up - often a matter for experiment.

I feel that the pursuit of double stars is
often overlooked - they are always
available. Requirements for imaging are
much less demanding than for other
deep sky stuff such as galaxies and
nebulae. Long exposures, pollution filters
and accurate polar alignment are not
required. Short exposures mean that
entirely clear skies are not necessary -
there is plenty of scope for cloud
dodging! The moon is also not a
problem.

For source material I can recommend:

Double Stars for Small Telescopes by
Sissy Haas. Sky Publishing 2006. it lists
more than 2000!

To locate them:

The Cambridge Double Star Atlas is
particularly helpful.
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Members

Photos

David Powley

The instantly recognisable Great nebula in Orion and the Flame-Horsehead nebulae,
all in one frame. It was taken with a 135mm Samyang lens attached to an Atik One
6.0 camera, using RGB filters. This lens is often used for astrophotography because
of its low cost, wide field and fast (f2) focal ratio. The photo shows it attached by a
homemade mount to the tracking telescope.



Les Dickens

I was out in the observatory trying to
fix technical problems; which what I
seem to be doing too often these days.

However, by about 3 O'clock, the sky
was pretty clear so I finished the night
off with a couple of more conventional
moon pics.
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James
Weightman

2021 03 24

Unfortunately
observing
conditions last
evening were less
than ideal due to
high Cirrostratus
cloud. However as
a consolation their
ice crystals
produced a
striking halo
around the moon.

John Fletcher

Canon 90D APS-C. Canon 500mm prime lens.
Canon 1.4 converter Mk111. = 1120mm f/L

Using Canon Connect remote live view
shooting. At this magnification no judder is
causing vibrations and blurred images from
pressing the shutter by hand. Big fork mount
on tripod. I also lock the focus.

I put a (a cap) disc in front of the lens in live
view. The disk has two small mm sized holes
half way from the centre of the disk at opposite

sides to the centre. The light arrives through these and is seen as two stars if out of
focus. focus until a single bright point is achieved. "Harman mask" Lock the focus if
you have that function on your DSLR.



BAAWebinars
The BAA has a programme of webinars which will continue even after restrictions
are lifted. You don’t need to be a member to view them, and can be viewed
afterwards on YouTube. Upcoming ‘Wednesday’ webinars are:

2021, May 12 Comet 29P/Schwassmann–Wachmann Richard Miles

2021, June 9 Sketching Deep Sky Objects Howard Banich

It is also well worth browsing through the ‘back catalogue:
https://www.youtube.com/user/britishastronomical

Subscriptions
Subscriptions are now due - if you have not yet paid to renew, please do as soon as
you can. Details are available from the coordinator, treasurer and members
secretary on how to do this.
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Officers of the Society
Contact forms are available on the
society website under About /
Committee / Contact Us.

• Neil Havard – Co-ordinator
• Malcolm Mitchell - Membership

Secretary

• Paul Broadhead – Treasurer
• Events Organiser - vacancy
• Callum Potter - Mercury Editor
• Dave Miller - temporary Website

Manager
• Sue Kear – Secretary
• Susan Snow - Observing Director

NOTICE BOARD Society meetings
coming up
All at 8pm, by Zoom

12 June – Kate Eiolart –
Magnetars

10 July – Pete Williamson –
Pluto

14 August – Members’ Night

PLEASE, PLEASE, PLEASE
Contributions for Mercury
are really welcome. Pictures,

sketches, observations, short or
long articles - please send them
in! Don’t worry if you don't think
you are very erudite. Email the
editor at:
mercuryeditor@cotswoldas.org.uk

I f you have any short news, requests, buy or
sell items that you would like to pass onto

members either use the Forum on the society
website, or send to the editor to appear on

this notice board.

mailto:

